


LOGLINE 
Diamond Diva tells the story of how Allie Ross, a pretty, popular, privileged girl from the burbs, decides to break the 
mold, and the law, by becoming a professional diamond thief and eventual leader of an international crime syndicate… 
all while working at Hooters. 

INSPIRED BY REAL EVENTS 
In 2015, the FBI released a statement identifying a team of jewel 
thieves as “Public Enemy Number One”. The leader of this notorious 
team of police-evading, national threats would later be revealed to be  
Abby Kemp, a decidedly average 26 year-old Southern suburbanite 
who somehow evaded the local police long enough to score over four 
million dollars worth of diamonds and jewels, making her  
the most successful female thief in the history of America. 

THE TONE 
An hour long dramedy crime series (think Breaking Bad meets Pineapple Express), where a cast of quirky misfits become 
caught up in very serious, high-stakes scenarios similar to Narcos. The series will challenge the audience to consider 
whether or not they want to root for or against Allie - is she a modern day hero or a selfish brat who deserves to go 
down? Constantly subverting expectations, this is a story of using prejudice and privilege to cash in.

The real Abigail Kemp



THE SERIES 
Diamond Diva begins with Allie finding subversive pleasure in upending the expectations that have been placed on her 
by her parents, her teachers, her friends, and her douche-y boyfriend. But simply holding a job at Hooters and 
quarterbacking for the Lingerie Football League between misdemeanors and DUIs isn’t enough to satisfy her need to 
break out of the mold she was born into… 

Until Allie meets Lewis, a somewhat intimidating looking African American man, in whom she sees a chance to really 
shake up her Instagram feed. And Lewis initially sees Abby as an easy mark - a pretty, unassuming white girl that can 
maybe help him get into a club or two. For two people who hate definitions, they sure are quick to size each other up. 
Lewis introduces Allie to his two buddies, the Gilmore Brothers - a pair of small-time criminals who embody the idea that 
“those who can’t, teach.” Michael and Larry Gilmore run a backroom Robbery 101 course out of their window-tinting 
business where they attempt to educate paying suckers customers in the fine art of the snatch-and-grab. In reality, they 
don’t really know what they are doing and no one really takes this too seriously, especially the brothers. But for Allie, it’s a 
true eureka moment - this is something NOBODY would expect her to do. She understands something that the cops 
don’t: what you see isn’t always what you get. With the ability to benefit from the assumption that a pretty Starbucks-
toting, Ugg-sporting blond is the last person likely to clean out a wedding ring case, Abby and her new crew begin to 
pull off robberies with seeming ease, and her enthusiasm and determination continues to drive this team over the series 
to greater and greater feats, growing their small-time outfit into a full-fledged criminal operation - exploring just how far 
a savvy suburban bitch could get if she truly kept pushing the boundaries of a good Southern girl gone bad… 



MAIN THRUSTS 

1 Our bandits bumbling through heists, attempting ‘Oceans 11’ type work with limited knowledge: Once they get the 
hang of knocking off jewelry stores the temptation to go bigger will arise. How about a bank? A casino? TIFFANY’S??   
Nothing ever goes as planned, and if it does, the audience knows the real truth of the impending consequences. The 
crew will slowly becoming actual professionals under Allie’s leadership. 

2 The dysfunctional yet ever-growing romance between Abby and her new African American boyfriend/partner-in-crime, 
Lewis: Their race, age, and background differences lead to constant problems. Lewis questions if Abby really loves him, 
or if she’s just using him. Their relationship will have plenty of tender and sweet moments, and the audience should be 
rooting for the couple to prevail. At first it seems to the outside world that HE is the bad influence on her, but we quickly 
learn that Allie is the real instigator, constantly pulling Lewis back into a life of crime. He just wants to settle down after a 
life of hardships, and with this new capital he thinks this is the time. But Abby's not ready to give up this power... will she 
ever be? 

3 The lure of our characters’ previous lives and backgrounds: Allie is living a double life, constantly deflecting the 
inquiries of her enabling parents, while holding down a job at a Breast-aurant (Hooters, Twin Peaks) which she maintains 
as a flimsy cover for her growing cash flow. Lewis has to keep his shitty job working at a fast food joint, and the struggle 
to not just tell everyone to go to hell is real.  

4 Allie and her gang on the run from the police, the FBI, and the ruthless JSA (the Jewelers' Security Alliance, yep, that’s 
a real thing): The whole world is filled with people who are out to take these misfits down, people who manage to be 
even more incompetent than their targets. We get to explore the other side, seeing the JSA being as aggressive as an 
uptight PTA council run by hard-nosed moms protecting their vulnerable children.  



WRITER’S STATEMENT  

Besides personally knowing our title character from high school, this show is special to me as I, like Abby, am your all-
American Basic Bitch. Girls myself and Abby’s age (mid to late 20s) have had a bit of a hard time when it comes to role 
models: the spectrum from Britney Spears to Paris Hilton to the Kardashian Klan is… limited. They perfectly reflect a 
broken value system: Be dumb and pretty. Don’t have huge opinions. Be only what everyone else wants you to be. 
Luckily, that’s all beginning to change. But for the moment, there’s a bit of angst in all of us. Check our Insta-feeds and 
Twitter, where the desire to express our true selves is finally arising. Still, most of us are relegated to a few well-placed 
memes. So to see someone like Abby, the girl who had it all, break the mold (I mean yes, we shouldn’t be stealing 
things because there’s better ways to break the mold) but breaking the mold by becoming the only lone female to carry 
out such a high profile crime, not to mention without wearing a face-mask… I think ‘wow, that’s pretty badass.’ So for 
me, having the same upbringing, in the same town, doing the same activities, I can’t help but think… the Diamond Diva 
could have been me. 

BIO 
Loren O’Brien is LAMDA and Second City trained, described by The Sunday Times 
as likely 'to become the biggest female act of the year.’ Now back in her home 
state of Georgia, after having been nominated for the BBC New Comedian of the 
Year 2017 in London, O’Brien is working with BAFTA and Emmy nominated 
Merman Film for IFC, Channel 4, Pulse Film. She previously worked with BBC to 
develop her first dark comedy play 'Strings' which was nominated for a variety of 
awards. When O’Brien returned home from overseas, only to be immediately 
greeted with the rumors of a high school friend and fellow softball teammate 
ending up in jail for a large scale diamond heist, Loren knew she’d found her 
passion project.


